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Rob Snider - The Phoenix
Misc Unsigned Bands

This is a song a wrote and just looking to be able to use the auto-
scroll feature on Ultimate Guitar.  Anyways, if you stumbled across
this and are checking it out, let me know what you think at
rsnider19@gmail.com and any improvements you see on lyrics or chord
progression.  Thanks!

Standard Tuning EADGBe

e|-------2/3---------|
B|-----3-----------3-|
G|---2-----------0---|
D|-0-----------2-----|	x3
A|-----------3-------|
E|-------------------|

e|-------2/3-------2-|
B|-----3-----------3-|
G|---2-----------0-2-|
D|-0-----------2---0-|
A|-----------3-------|
E|-------------------|

 D	        G		   Asus4
Another morning comes and you feel washed ashore.
 D		    G			 Asus4
Heartbreak comes to those who don t need anymore.
    D		    G		   Asus4
And as the day ends you don t want an encore.
	 G	               D
But you must go on, oh yes you must go on.
		     	     Asus4
Continue striding through it all.

	      G			   Asus4
Because there isn t any fairy tale ending 
	 G		 Asus4
Waiting for us when were through.
G		       Asus4
Either way we lose, so ask yourself,
G   D	 Asus4
Can you pursue?

D		      G  		 Asus4
Don t sit at home and dwell on all those faces past.
    D		     G	         Asus4



You must be like the phoenix and rise at last.
    D		           G	     Asus4
And once you have done so, live your life steadfast.
	     G
Because from nothing there is something,
         D				   Asus4
and from something there is everything for you.

|G  D  Asus4| X4

    D		      G		   Asus4
The days keep passing and you feel you can t win.
D		 G     	       Asus4
Trust me, I know exactly where you have been.
D		  G	          Asus4
I was the one who remained in his ashes therin.
	  G			 D
Until one day I arose, oh yes I arose,
		  Asus4
I arose and began again. 

	      G			   Asus4
Because there isn t any fairy tale ending 
	 G		 Asus4
Waiting for us when were through.
G	  	       Asus4
Either way we lose, so ask yourself,
G   D	 Asus4
Can you pursue?
G   D	 Asus4
Can you pursue?
G   D	 Asus4
Can you pursue?

|G  D  Asus4|


